2-Biding and sculpture of the moais.
-The chief cannot sculpt more than one moai during the auction phase of a given turn, but the moai
sculpted can be of size 1, 2 or 3.
-A player does NOT have to bid tribe markers during the auction (i.e. biding zero marker is OK).
-Moais not attributed to players at the end of the auction phase are returned to the stock, they are not
discarded.
-Even if several rounds of biding are needed during an auction phase to decide which player chooses the
moais first, the winning player is always determined the same way: first by the number of Tribe markers,
if there is a tie, by the number of Rongo half-tablets, and if there is still a tie, by the Turn order.
3-Placement of transporter figurines and playing the sorcerer’s action
-The sorcerer cannot use himself the wooden logs he has just generated in the same turn.
4-Transportation/marking of the moais and headdresses
-If one transports a size 3 moai using 2 workers and a chief (of a different color), one cannot give a
transportation point to each worker and the chief. It is the chief who earns 3 transportation points (one
cannot use ‘part’ of the chief). The same situation applies if wooden logs are present instead of workers:
the chief earns 3 transportation points.
- During the transportation phase, there is no limit to the number of moais/headdresses that can be
transported by the same chain of figurines. Any player may transport several moais/headdresses on the
same figurines.
-At the end of a transportation phase, there can be several moais and/or headdresses on the same
hexagon.
-A moai or headdress on a hexagon do not block the passage for other moais/headdresses through this
hexagon.
-The player who takes possession of an abandoned moai/headdress is not always the first player in the
turn, the next players may take possession of the moai/headdress if the previous player did not do it.
-One may erect a moai on any ahu (that wasn’t reserved by another player). It is not necessary to reserve
an ahu to erect a moai on it.
5-End of turn and changing of the first player
-Wooden logs are discarded at the end of each transportation phase, whether they were used or not to
transport moais/headdresses.

Rule Change : For the final scoring, complete Rongo tablets are no longer scored and do not earn any
points to the players.

